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Abstract 
The control of metal wettability is a key-factor in the field of brazing or welding-brazing. The present 
paper deals with the numerical simulation of the whole phenomena occurring during the assembly of 
dissimilar alloys. The study is realized in the frame of potential applications for the aircraft industry, 
considering the case of the welding-brazing of aluminum Al5754 and quasi-pure titanium Ti40. The 
assembly configuration, presented here, is a simplification of the real experiment. We have reduced 
the three-dimensional overlap configuration to a bi-dimensional case. In the present case, an 
aluminum cylinder is fused onto a titanium substrate. The main physical phenomena which are 
considered here are: the heat transfers, the fluid flows with free boundaries and the mass transfer in 
terms of chemical species diffusion. The numerical problem is implemented with the commercial 
software Comsol Multiphysics™, by coupling heat equation, Navier-Stokes and continuity equations 
and the free boundary motion. The latter is treated with the Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian method, 
with a particular focus on the contact angle implementation. The comparison between numerical and 
experimental results shows a very satisfactory agreement in terms of droplet shape, thermal field 
and intermetallic layer thickness. The model validates our numerical approach. 
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1. Introduction
Assembling dissimilar alloys is widely used to reduce the weight of built structures while keeping 
satisfactory mechanical properties. For instance, in the aircraft industry, the material couple 
frequently encountered is titanium associated to aluminium. In this configuration, the titanium has 
better mechanical properties and is less sensitive to the corrosion attack, whereas the aluminium is 
40% lighter. 
The main difficulties to address when joining two dissimilar materials with conventional processes 
are frequently linked to the formation of intermetallic compounds. As shown by Gupta et al. [1], and 
confirmed by Al-Ti binary phase diagram, the aluminum has a solubility in titanium. For this reason, 
there is a diffusion phenomenon of the titanium into aluminium and that tends to generate 
intermetallic compounds, which are known to be very brittle ceramic materials that affect 
mechanical properties of assemblies. Moreover, the large differences in microstructures, melting 
temperatures and thermal properties favour the use of solid state joining methods: diffusion 
bonding, brazing or welding-brazing, whereas the bonding between the two materials is obtained by 
the diffusion of chemical species through the interface and the resulting formation of intermetallic 
(IM) compounds (Ti3Al, TiAl, TiAl3…) [2,3]. 
A lot of works presented in literature are focused on the mechanical effect of the intermetallic layer 
on the interface strength. On one hand, Majumdar et al. [4] and Chen et al. [5] have studied the crack 
initiation and growth in Ti/Al assembly, whereas Rastkar et al. [6] have addressed the hardness 
changes in the intermetallic layer. On the other hand, Liu et al. [7] have worked on the numerical 
representation of the IM phase growth. 
Chen et al. have also considered the process of welding-brazing with lasers [8] and they have focused 
on the improvement of the interfacial layer [9]. 
Previous works have been carried out to try to quantify the microstructural and mechanical 
properties of T40/A5754 joints in overlap configuration (Figure 1) [10], also called reactive wetting 
[11]. The adhesion strength was characterized by the laser shock adhesion test (LASAT) and an 
important sensitivity to the reaction layer thickness was shown. The best mechanical results were 
obtained with a small intermetallic layer thickness, around 1 or 2 micrometers. Lower thicknesses do 
not lead to sufficient bonding and higher values produce a brittle layer which reduces global material 
properties. It was also observed that, due to tensio-active effects, the aluminium oxide at the surface 
of the melt-pool strongly reduced its wettability on a titanium substrate. The interfacial contact 
surface was thus reduced resulting in lower tensile and adhesion strength for the assembly. This 
confirms that the mechanical resistance of a heterogeneous Ti/Al assembly was dependent on both 
the reaction layer area and the layer thickness. The latter is directly linked to the diffusion process, 
i.e., to the thermal field, and the laser parameters (velocity, intensity…). 
Figure 1. Scheme of the welding-brazing overlap configuration. 
In this context, the aim of our numerical study was to compute the dynamics of the wetting process, 
to determine the temperature distribution T = f(x, t) at the Ti-Al interface and then to correlate it to 
the TiAl3 layer thickness obtained experimentally (Figure 2). In a next step, a validated model should 
allow for optimization of all of the Ti/Al assembly parameters. 
Figure 2. Scanning Electron Microscopy analysis of TiAl3 serrated intermetallic layer. 
It should be noted that the present study aims to propose a complete multiphysic simulation of 
complex phenomena occurring during the Ti/Al reactive-wetting process. In this paper, the physical 
problem was simplified and reduced to a bi-dimensional one, for which specific experimental 
measurements were implemented to validate numerical simulations. Nevertheless, the present 
numerical developments will be improved to further three dimensional studies. 
This paper is divided into the following steps, after (1) a detailed description of the physical problem 
(heat transfer + fluid flow + mass transfer), the corresponding mathematical equations to be solved, 
and the main numerical conditions and assumptions, (2) the numerical results are presented and 
validated experimentally. An analysis of the process physical phenomena is then proposed (3) and 
future investigations are envisaged. 
2. Experimental, Physical and Mathematical Description of the Ti/Al Reactive Wetting Assembly
2.1. Experimental Work 
As previously indicated, the present paper is focused on a simplified Ti/Al reactive wetting assembly 
with a static laser irradiation. Indeed, before envisaging a more complex 3D simulation of the 
process, a preliminary study had to be made to ensure the validity of our thermo-hydraulic model. 
Moreover, in an overlap configuration, a specific focus on Al over Ti wetting parameters (surface 
tension and wetting angle) was expected to be an important point to address, because of a direct 
impact on joint shape and contact area. For this reason, the present work is dedicated to the 
numerical simulation of a real but simplified 2D axisymmetric case (Figure 3) where a top-hat laser 
beam irradiates during 1 s an aluminum cylinder that wets a titanium solid sheet. 
 
Figure 3. Axisymmetric experimental set-up of laser-assisted aluminum wetting on titanium.  
Because aluminium is extremely sensitive to oxygen and to avoid a lack of wetting due to an alumina 
film between aluminium and titanium, the whole cylinder was coated by a fluor-based (NocolokTM, 
Solvay, Bruxelles, Belgium) anti-oxidation flux before melting. The effect of fluxing on surface tension 
is not well known but the influence of oxygen has already been studied, among other authors, by 
Molina et al. [12]. They indicated a decrease of surface tension coefficient when surfacic aluminum 
oxide occured, in the form of isolated Al2O3 islands. The corresponding surface tensions variation 
with temperature (γ(T) = 0.883 − 0.185 × 10−3(T − 660)) were used in the present paper. Such values 
were confirmed by [13]. 
2.2. Physical Description of the Reactive Wetting Phenomenon 
In this sub-section, the physical phenomena are described and the corresponding mathematical 
models are written. 
The phenomena occurring in the axisymmetric case are mostly like those appearing during the real 
3D welding-brazing process. 
In a first step, the laser beam heats the upper part of the cylinder in solid state. As soon as the metal 
is fused, a fluid flow is generated, and the aluminium droplet starts spreading on the Ti substrate. 
This flow is mainly driven by the thermocapillary forces but the buoyancy forces are also present. The 
resulting droplet has a shape which is theoretically (Young-Laplace principle [14]) dependent on the 
equilibrium between the surface tension and the local pressure (Figure 4). However, considering that 
surface tensions are highly sensitive to the temperature and because temperature is continuously 
varying with time during the wetting event, the process is dynamic. Similarly, the wetting angle 
(θ σ  θσ ) is a result of the surface tensions equilibrium (Young Duprés principle [14]) at the triple 
point (gas, liquid and solid) but the Al droplet is moving with time. As the substrate is not perfectly 
smooth, a viscous dissipation is observed. The wettability is thus highly time dependent because of 
the temperature dependence of the surface tension. Another important phenomenon to consider is 
the influence of the oxidation on surface tension values, which has already been studied by Laurent 
et al. [15]. A large increase of the wetting angle with the oxidation rate was experimentally observed 
at a constant temperature. 
 
Figure 4. Simplified scheme of the physical phenomena involved during the fusion of an aluminium 
cylinder on a thin titanium substrate.  
In a last step, once the cylinder is entirely fused and exhibits a sufficient temperature level, the 
titanium starts diffusing directly towards molten aluminium at the beginning of the wetting, and 
through a thin layer of intermetallic phase in a second step [16]. Additional contributions like fluid 
flow at the Ti/Al interface are also expected to favour Titanium mass transfer versus aluminium. 
The inter-diffusion process occurring inside the binary Ti-Al, forms different compounds, Ti3Al, TiAl, 
TiAl2, Ti5Al11, Ti9Al23 and TiAl3. The phase diagram of Ti-Al, leads to two main remarks, firstly, some 
intermetallic phases (TiAl2, Ti5Al11, Ti9Al23 and TiAl3) appear for a line concentration. Secondly, in 
case of titanium diffusion in aluminum the first intermetallic appearing is the TiAl3. Moreover, as 
reported by Sujata et al. [2], in different works, TiAl3 is the only phase formed in case of liquid 
aluminum reacting with solid titanium. 
2.3. Mathematical Formulation 
The physical problem detailed in the previous section has been addressed by solving partial 
differential equation (PDE) with adequate boundary conditions. The main details and assumptions of 
the corresponding model have been described below. The main assumption of the model is that a 
cylindrical coordinates system was used for the numerical calculations (simulated geometry in Figure 
5), which seemed to be particularly appropriate for reproducing experiments. 
Figure 5. Geometrical model. 
2.3.1. Thermal Problem 
The energy conservation PDE was solved in the whole domains (Al ∪   ∪  Ti): 
ρ(T)c eq p (T)(∂T∂t )+ρ(T)c p (T)V ⃗ ⋅∇ ⃗ T=∇ ⃗ ⋅(λ(T)∇ ⃗ T) ρ(T)cpeq(T)(∂T∂t)+ρ(T)cp(T)V→·∇→T=∇→·(λ(
T)∇→T) 
(1) 
In this equation, c eq p  cpeq is an equivalent specific heat used to account for the latent heat of 
fusion (Lf) [17].  
c eq p (T)=c 0 p (T)+L f exp(−(T−T fus ) 2 ΔT 2  )πΔT 2  − − − − −  √   cpeq(T)=cp0(T)+Lfexp(−(T−Tfus)2ΔT
2)πΔT2
(2) 
The energy of phase change was thus distributed, through a Gaussian law, between the solidus and 
the liquidus temperatures (ΔT ΔT ). 
Thermal properties (ρ, c 0 p  ρ, cp0 and λ  λ ) were assumed to be temperature dependent for both 
materials and were taken from the literature [18]. Since physical properties of Al 5457 and Ti40 alloys 
are not easily available in literature data, the properties of equivalent materials (Al 5182 and pure 
titanium) were considered. 
An axisymmetric condition was set at AE ∪   ∪  EF: 
−λ(T)∂T∂n =0 −λ(T)∂T∂n=0 
(3) 
Convective and radiative heat losses were considered at DH ∪   ∪  HG ∪   ∪  GF: 
−λ(T)∂T∂n =h cv (T−T inf )+εσ(T 4 −T 4 inf ) −λ(T)∂T∂n=hcv(T−Tinf)+εσ(T4−Tinf4) 
(4) 
At AB ∪   ∪  BC ∪   ∪  CD, the aluminum workpiece was both irradiated by the top-hat (uniform) laser 
source and submitted to radiative or convective heat losses. Thus, the inward heat flux was written 
as: 
λ(T)∂T∂n = αPπr 2 laser  −h cv (T−T inf )−εσ(T 4 −T 4 inf ) λ(T)∂T∂n=αPπrlaser2−hcv(T−Tinf)−εσ(T4−Tin
f4) 
(5) 
It should be noted that, experimentally, aluminum and titanium workpieces were not perfectly in 
contact at the ED boundary (Figure 5). For this reason, the thermal contact between aluminum and 
titanium was addressed by a contact resistance (Rc) which is equivalent to a 10 µm layer of air before 
the fusion and 1 µm of intermetallic layer after the fusion (λair = 0.026 W·m−2·K−1 et λTiAl3 = 1.03 
W·m−2·K−1 [19]). We assumed here, that the thermally-assisted diffusion of Ti to Al started just after 
the wetting. The interfacial condition becomes: 
−λ(T)∂T∂n =ΔTiR c   −λ(T)∂T∂n=ΔTiRc 
(6) 
With ΔTi the temperature difference between the two materials at the interface. 
2.3.2. Fluid Flow Problem 
In order to reduce the number of degrees of freedom (DOF), the fluid flow problem was solved only 
in the aluminium volume. Moreover, as this material is submitted to high thermal expansion, the 
medium was assumed to be weakly compressible. 
In the Al domain, the continuity Equation (7) and the momentum conservation (8) were solved. 
∂ρ(T)∂t −∇ ⃗ ⋅(ρ(T)V ⃗ )=0 ∂ρ(T)∂t−∇→·(ρ(T)V→)=0 
(7) 
ρ(T)∂V ⃗ ∂t +ρ(T)(V ⃗ ⋅∇ ⃗ )V ⃗ =∇ ⃗ ⋅[−pI+μ(∇ ⃗ V ⃗ +(∇ ⃗ V ⃗ ) T )−23 μ(∇ ⃗ ⋅V ⃗ )I]+F v  − →   ρ(T)∂V→∂t+
ρ(T)(V→·∇→)V→=∇→·[−pI+μ(∇→V→+(∇→V→)T)−23μ(∇→·V→)I]+Fv→ 
(8) 
where F v  − →   Fv→ is a volumic force which includes the gravity component ρ(T)g ⃗  ρ(T)g→ on the 
z direction. 
It should be noted here that the previous Equation (8) is only suitable for Newtonian flows with Mach 
number smaller than 0.3; this condition is satisfied in the present case. 
An axial symmetry i.e., a zero-normal velocity was set at the AE boundary.  
V ⃗ ⋅n ⃗ =0 V→·n→=0 
(9) 
As titanium is expected to remain at a solid state during the whole process, the real boundary 
condition at ED was assumed to be a flow with no slip (V = 0). However, this condition nullifies the r 
component of the velocity at point D whereas the motion of the free boundary surface with the ALE 
method needs a non-zero value. For this reason, at this boundary, a condition of wall with slip was 
assumed: 
V ⃗ ⋅n ⃗ =0 V→·n→=0 
(10) 
The no-slip condition was virtually set as follows, considering an artificial dynamic viscosity: 
μ={μ 0 +10f sol (T)+1.10 5 (T>T s )+100(1−H(z−z 0 ,dz))} (1)(2)(3)  μ={μ0+10fsol(T)+1.105(T>Ts)+100(1−
H(z−z0,dz))}(1)(2)(3) 
(11) 
With H(...,..) the Heaviside function, z0 the titanium thickness and dz a smoothing length set as small 
as possible (the size of the first element). 
The Equation (11) is composed of three parts. The first (1) corresponds to the real property of the 
fluid. The second (2) allows increasing the viscosity in the mushy zone and nullifying the velocity in 
the solid phase. The third (3) was used to stop the flow at the titanium boundary. 
The motion of boundaries AB ∪   ∪  BC ∪   ∪  CD was computed with the Laplace law: 
σ ⃗ ⋅n ⃗ =γ(T)κ σ→·n→=γ(T)κ 
(12) 
With κ κ is the local curvature of the free boundary and γ γ the surface tension assumed to be linearly 
dependent on the temperature: 
γ(T)=γ 0 +∂γ∂T (T−T fus ) γ(T)=γ0+∂γ∂T(T−Tfus) 
(13) 
The slope of this function ∂γ∂T  ∂γ∂T is also known as the thermocapillary coefficient, responsible for 
the Marangoni effect. 
The wetting angle was considered with a “driving” [11] or “wetting” [20] force located at the D point 
and written as follows: 
f w =ϵγ(T)(t f ⋅t s +cosθ s )⋅t s  fw=ϵγ(T)(tf·ts+cosθs)·ts 
(14) 
The wetting angle (θ s  θs ) results from the equilibrium between the three surface tensions: liquid-
vapour, liquid-solid and solid-vapour at the D point [14]. tf and ts, are the tangential unity vectors 
respectively to the liquid part and to the solid phase. While the interaction between the liquid and its 
vapour is well known in our case, the values of the two other surface tensions could not easily be 
found in the literature. Nevertheless, this parameter is very easy to observe experimentally and the 
few works found in the literature indicate a linear decrease of the angle with the temperature 
[21,22]. 
2.3.3. Free Boundary Motion 
The domain mesh displacement and the free boundary motion were computed with the Arbitrary 
Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) method [23]. This method is based upon a physical Lagrangian 
computation of the boundary shape (AB ∪   ∪  BC ∪   ∪  CD) and an arbitrary Eulerian calculation of 
the domain nodes displacement. The elements into the bulk are moved arbitrarily but with a 
smoothing method named “hyperelastic”. This method searches the minimum of mesh deformation 
energy [24]. 
At boundaries AE, EF and GH the displacement was set free on the z axis and set to zero on the r axis. 
Conversely, the motion condition at boundaries ED, DH and FG was free on r and zero on z. 
The free boundaries (AB ∪   ∪  BC ∪   ∪  CD) are then moved by the computed normal velocity 
(Equation (15)).  
V ⃗ ⋅n ⃗ =u×n r +w×n z  V→·n→=u×nr+w×nz 
(15) 
With (u, w) and (nr, nz) the components of, respectively, the velocity vector and the normal vector to 
the boundary. 
2.3.4. Mass Transfer Problem 
This problem was not solved with the three others because of element sizes used for the diffusion 
problem (<100 nm) that leads to the resolution of a too large problem (>2,000,000 degrees of 
freedom). Nevertheless, as the temperature was rapidly homogeneous on all the interface 
aluminium/titanium, we assumed that the diffusion could be computed in 1D, along the z axis. Of 
course, this strong assumption will be justified in the results section. 
The conservation equation that was solved here is the second Fick’s law (Equation (16)): 
∂c i ∂t =∇ ⃗ ⋅(D Ti/Al (T)∇ ⃗ c i ) ∂ci∂t=∇→·(DTi/Al(T)∇→ci) 
(16) 
where c i  ci is the titanium concentration and DTi/Al a temperature-dependent Arrhenian diffusion 
coefficient (Equation (17)): 
D Ti/Al =D 0 Ti/Al exp(−∆HRT ). DTi/Al=DTi/Al0exp(−∆HRT). 
(17) 
With D0Ti/Al a pre-exponential factor and ∆H the activation energy. 
As the diffusion of aluminium in the titanium is very weak (10−21 < D0Al/Ti < 10−12 m2·s−1 and ∆H > 
1023 J·mol−1 [25]), we only considered the titanium diffusion towards aluminium (D0Ti/Al = 4.29 × 
10−7 m2·s−1 [26] and ΔH = 180 × 103 J·mol−1 [3]). The value of activation energy here represents the 
diffusion of titanium in aluminium through an existing diffusion barrier, the TiAl3 layer. 
As the problem is mono-dimensional, only two boundary conditions were considered: (1) at the 
titanium/aluminum interface, the titanium concentration was assumed to be 100% (Equation (17)) 
and (2) at the boundary representing the upper part of the aluminum, the titanium flux was assumed 
to be zero (Equation (18)).  
c(z=0)=0 c(z=0)=0 
(18) 
−∂c i ∂n =0 −∂ci∂n=0 
(19) 
For the initial condition, we assumed that there is no titanium in the aluminum. 
2.4. Material Properties 
Table 1 summarizes the main model parameters used for the calculations. Some of these values were 
taken from the literature. Other ones were identified experimentally and the last ones are process 
parameters. 
Table 1. Materials’ properties. 
2.5. Numerical Considerations 
The PDE equations were solved by the finite elements method, with the commercial software Comsol 
Multiphysics™ (V4.4, Comsol INC, Burlington, MA, USA, 2016). 
Due to the deformation of a droplet and to the remeshing process (based on the mesh quality), 
triangular element shapes were chosen. The mesh (Figure 6) was built in three steps. The first 
meshed part is the aluminium boundaries. Then, the aluminium domain and finally, the titanium 
domain was freely meshed. In each domain, the elements growth factor was set at 1.3. A 40 µm 
maximal length of boundary elements was set in order to allow a compromise between 
computational times and solution accuracy. It has been performed by a convergence study. 
Decreasing the size of mesh has no significant effect on the results (thermal and velocity fields). 
Figure 6. Mesh configuration. 
Moreover, the thermal (T) and fluid flow (u, w and p) problems were solved with linear 
interpolations. For the ALE problem (r and z coordinates of the mesh), the geometry shape was 
represented with linear functions. To reduce the numerical instabilities due to linear interpolations, 
the calculation of velocity and pressure was stabilized by adding numerical crosswind diffusion. 
This mesh leads to solve nearly 8000 degrees of freedom. A re-meshing process was used to avoid 
the loss of elements quality during the deformation, and each re-meshing was done when the mesh 
quality was below 0.2. 
A fully coupled resolution was performed with the parallel sparse direct linear solver PARDISO. The 
numerical scheme used to solve the time-dependent problem was the implicit generalized-alpha 
method, and an adaptative time-stepping was used with a maximum time step of 0.0005 s. During 
the resolution, the use of a maximal time step value allowed for avoiding severe transition between 
two iterations and thus reduced time loss due to time step recalculation. 
The error was controlled with an absolute tolerance of 0.01 (with the unit of each calculated 
variable) and a relative tolerance of 0.01%. 
Such numerical conditions led to a calculation time lower than one hour for the global 
thermohydrodynamics process with 1.6 GHz CPU frequency on 4 threats and with 1600 MHz random 
access memory (on a laptop computer). 
3. Results and Discussion 
Before extensively using such a numerical model, we had to check the validity of its results. For this 
purpose, numerical solutions were compared to a dedicated Al/Ti reactive wetting experiment, 
where appropriate diagnostics were considered to validate or reject the numerical solution. As 
indicated in Section 1, the following diagnostics were used: (1) a C-Mos fast camera to monitor the 
droplet shape evolution with time, (2) thermocouples to measure the temperature of the titanium 
surface, and (3) optical micrographs to determine the reactive layer thickness. 
As shown in Figure 3, a camera was positioned in front of the work-piece. This camera analysis, using 
a frame rate of 100 Hz, recorded the transient evolution of the droplet shape. In order to have a 
sufficient lighting of the work-piece, a halogen light is used. 
A type-K thermocouple was spot-welded on the titanium surface (aluminium side) at a 5 mm 
distance from the laser beam axis (Figure 7). As the thermal measurement is quite far from the 
aluminium drop, the sensitivity is quite poor, and the TC data was mainly used to measure the initial 
temperature and to observe the diffusion through the two mediums. 
 
Figure 7. Experimental configuration.  
Calculations were carried out using process parameters that were summarized in Table 1. 
3.1. Droplet Shape Dynamics 
Figure 8 shows a comparison between the experimental and numerical droplet shape variation with 
time. For each time step, the simulated droplet is placed besides the corresponding experimental 
picture. The numerical model is shown to provide a satisfactory agreement with fast droplet 
distortions. 
 
Figure 8. Experimental and numerical shapes comparison.  
Figure 6 shows three steps in the droplet behaviour. (1) the fusion process occurs until t = 0.15 s, 
then (2) a spheroidisation is observed between t = 0.15 s and t = 0.25 s and (3) an increase of wetting 
appears until the end of the shot. 
At t = 0.1 s the camera observation allows distinguishing between the three classical zones: the liquid 
phase (on the top), an intermediate zone (probably not exactly the mushy zone) and the solid phase 
(at the bottom). Simulation results clearly show the isothermal lines corresponding to the solidus 
temperatures, which correspond quite well to camera observations. Similar conclusions can be found 
at 0.15 s time for the transition between liquidus and intermediate zone. In this picture, only two 
parts are shown: the liquid (which exhibits a mirror-like surface aspect) and a partially oxidized liquid 
zone (the bottom). Both wetting times globally validate the transient thermal field, and confirm 
macroscopically the thermal assumptions of the model. 
In Figure 8, arrows are used to show the convection flow. The first step corresponds to the initiation 
of convection flow at the droplet surface by the Marangoni convection (thermocapillary effect). The 
second step is the creation of two convective cells, moving with time inside the droplet contour. 
3.2. Thermal Validation 
Figure 9 shows a comparison of experimental and numerical temperature versus time thermal cycles, 
considering one point of the titanium substrate, 5 mm distant from the laser beam axis (cf. Figure 7). 
A rather good agreement can be shown between numerical and experimental results. Both the 
dynamic evolution with time and the maximum amplitude are well reproduced by the model, except 
concerning the first temperature peak observed experimentally for the short times (between 0.1 and 
0.3 s), which is attributed to a laser beam reflexion towards the thermocouple. Indeed, this time 
interval corresponds to the high droplet deformation phase (transition between no-wetting and 
wetting, Figure 8). 
Figure 9. Experimental and numerical temperature versus time profile at a 5 mm distance from the 
droplet axis.  
3.3. Intermetallic Layer 
After validating the thermal and fluid flow numerical model, the mass transfer problem was 
addressed, with the objective of computing the intermetallic layer thickness. 
Before considering numerically, the diffusion problem we have checked the assumption concerning 
the thermal homogeneity of the interface. Figure 10 shows the temperature distributions along the 
radius for different time steps. This graph exhibits a quite homogeneous temperature distribution 
along the r axis, which validates afterwards our initial assumption of interfacial thermal 
homogeneity. 
 
Figure 10. Interface temperature distribution with time along-r radial distance  
With this graph, we observe a quite homogeneous temperature along the r axis, thus our assumption 
seems to be realistic. 
The results of the diffusional problem are shown in Figure 11 where the titanium concentration is put 
along the symmetry axis for different time whereas Figure 12 shows the experimentally observed 
layer thickness. The horizontal line shown in Figure 11 is the assumed level of TiAl3 formation (25%Ti 
and 75%Al). The numerical value obtained at the last time step is 2 µm. Compared to the 
experimental observation (1.5 µm), the numerical result was considered satisfactory, considering the 
assumptions made on input parameters, and especially on diffusion coefficient and activation 
energy. 
Figure 11. Titanium concentration in aluminum along the z axis. 
Figure 12. Experimental measurement of intermetallic thickness. 
This comparison between simulation and experiment leads to 25% of relative error in terms of 
intermetallic thickness. This value seems to be very high; nevertheless, it is satisfactory considering 
the high level of uncertainty on diffusion parameters coming from the literature. Moreover, as 
shown in Figure 2, the layer is very serrated thus accurate experimental measurements are very 
difficult. For instance, two measurements made at local maximums (arrows in Figure 12) give values 
higher or equivalent to the 2 µm coming from simulation. 
4. Conclusions
As a conclusion, this paper gives the different steps of the reactive wetting process simulation 
(welding-brazing process). The full assumption and mathematical models are described and justified. 
A thermo-hydrodynamic problem is firstly considered and then the diffusion of species is computed. 
The results, in terms of thermal field, velocity field and intermetallic thickness were compared to an 
experiment and results are very satisfactory. 
The numerical layer thickness is a little bit larger than the experimental one (0.5 µm). Nevertheless, 
the simulated intermetallic layer is assumed to be homogeneous on the whole contact surface, which 
is not the case experimentally. While the aspect of intermetallic grain growth should be introduced in 
the model in order to obtain these level of details, the numerical resources available do not allow us 
to treat it. Indeed, the scale difference between the thermal problem (millimeter) and the diffusion 
problem (micrometer) and the resulting mesh lead to a large problem. That is why the uncoupled 
resolution looks to be the current best solution. 
In future works, this method will be applied to the real welding-brazing case (overlap configuration) 
which means that the geometry will be three dimensional. The results will help the process user to 
set coherent process parameters. 
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